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Let It Go To Your Head

W

ere you aware that
ing through his hat. When
when it was introproven wrong, he may have to
duced to society,
come, hat in hand, and make
the top hat was banned
amends.
because it tended to frighten
Some may make extravagant
folks? Early clergy (11th
claims of their abilities, knowlcentury) wore skullcaps to
edge, etc., so hang on to your
keep the bald patch of skin
hat when they get started. If
Sy Manello
on the top of their heads
one of their projects should
Editorial Assistant
warm. Before central heatever come into being, I’ll eat
ing, people wore nightcaps
my hat. Of course, at the outto keep their heads warm as
set, they may caution you to
they slept.
keep the plan under your hat. Their
Considering all its permutations,
boasting is, of course, old hat.
the hat retains a large place in the idiWhen we encounter a need in the
oms of our everyday talk.
community, we may be encouraged to
Do you know someone who can
pass the hat and alleviate some of the
spout off as an expert on anything at
suffering.
Some citizens, when deciding to
any time? He can be said to be talk-

enter the political arena, may toss
their hats into the ring. A win for
some would be like pulling a rabbit
out of a hat. They may expound on
their platform at the drop of a hat and
some may impress you by being mad
as a hatter.
Have you many abilities? Are you
proficient artistically and physically?
You may be said to be able to wear
more than one hat and my hat is off
to you. (Archaically, I give you a tip of
the topper.)
Well, wherever you hang your hat
— the place where you can comfortably read the Cat In the Hat or come
in with hat hair — you know that conversationally you can now be aHEAD
of the game. •
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Marking 75 Years Of The Jewish News

T
Arthur Horwitz

he world was an exceedingly dangerous place
— especially for Jews
— when Philip Slomovitz
published the first issue of the
Jewish News on March 27, 1942.
Coming just months after the
Japanese sneak attack on Pearl
Harbor, and with Hitler’s war
machine overrunning most of
Europe and singling out Jews
for slander, degradation and
destruction, Detroit’s Jewish

“Lay before the public the achievements and
associations of Jewry. Interpret for us the
tolerance, the charity, the love for human freedom
under God that fires your people. Do it, not only
for the Jew’s sake, but also for the sake of us
who are not Jews.
“Make us see that the whispered word of
bigotry is a lie, and that the lie spreads and
undermines the security of the whole nation and
all that is good in American democracy. Hitler
sowed racial hatred and reaped the hatred of
every people he conquered. You, by effective
sowing of friendliness and understanding, can
reap friendliness and understanding for the
Jew and can help us preserve our democratic
tradition…”
— Murray “Pat” Van Wagoner, Governor,
State of Michigan, in a March 13, 1942,
letter congratulating Philip Slomovitz on the
upcoming launch of the Detroit Jewish News

community needed a strong,
unifying, trusted voice who
could rally it in the midst of its
darkest days.
Framed by the internationally
disseminated anti-Semitic rants
of locals Henry Ford and Father
Charles Coughlin, Detroit Jews
had been feeling the sting of
bigotry for decades. It was
Slomovitz, a diminutive man
with Coke-bottle-thick eyeglasses and a passion for Zionism,
who pushed back against these
demagogues via his writing for
the Detroit News and the Detroit
Jewish Chronicle.
Displeased with the editorial
direction and business practices
of the Jewish Chronicle, and convinced it could not bring the
community together at a time
of great peril, key community
leaders backed Slomovitz as he
launched the competing Jewish
News.
The Jewish News Slomovitz
edited was mostly serious stuff
as was fitting for the times.
Huge headlines and front-page
stories told of the demise of
European Jewry, and included
Slomovitz’s calling out Rabbi
Stephen Wise, Abba Hillel Silver
and other global Jewish lead-

ers for not doing enough to
save our brethren. Pages were
devoted each week to our men
and women in uniform, sharing
collective pride at their heroism
and sorrow upon news of their
capture or demise. Slomovitz
was a full-throated supporter
of the annual Allied Jewish
Campaign and an incessant
peddler of War Bonds.
But the Jewish News also
had the stuff of life — birth,
engagement, wedding and
anniversary announcements,
specials at Cunningham Drugs
and Gardner-White Furniture,
the weekly social scene column
that was his generation’s version of Facebook … and “Detroit
Youth’s Listening Post,” a weekly
column by Danny Raskin that
appeared in the very first edition and whose purpose was
to “bring youth closer together
in their work, social endeavors
and play, and to inform them of
what others are doing — to cooperate and help you in every
way possible in whatever tasks
you may partake and to be your
‘listening post’ on whatever
information or situation may
interest you.”
Seventy-five years later, and

My
Story

When Dr. Jesse Kane was an
undergraduate student, his mother
suggested he apply to Hebrew Free
Loan for an interest-free college loan
to help pay for his education. He
applied, was granted a loan, paid it
off, then applied for another loan to
help pay for dental school.
“The William Davidson Jewish
College Loan Program has been an
amazing resource,” Jesse said. “When
you think about lending institutions,
you picture uptight people in suits
who spout rules at you. The people at
HFL were nothing but nice and warm
and on my side. I’m now using it for
my dental specialty education, which
is prosthodontics. I graduate in a few
weeks with experience in prosthetics
like implants, dentures, and crowns.”
When Jesse was in dental school,
his experience with patients was that
there were a few times those patients
needed more than he, and sometimes
his instructors, could ﬁx. “They often
had complex or multiple needs,”
Jesse said. “Then a prosthodontist was
called in, and he or she was calm and
offered options. I marveled at it. Now
I will be that person.”
Jesse has large plans when he
ﬁnishes his education. He interned at
a private practice, and now wants to
open his own ofﬁce in Ann Arbor.
Jesse says he might come back to HFL,
but this time to the Marvin I. Danto
Small Business Loan Program.
“Leaving Michigan has never been an
option,” Jesse said. “Opening a practice feels right. I’ve always wanted to
be a dentist, and I’m lucky that I love
the work. HFL supports the success
of Jewish people in Michigan, and
with HFL and my work, it’s possible.”

Become an HFL Donor.
Click. Call. Give Now.
www.hfldetroit.org
248.723.8184
Health. A fresh start.
A good education.
The next great business idea.
Hebrew Free Loan gives interestfree loans to members of our
community for a variety of
personal and small business
needs. HFL loans are funded
entirely through community
donations which continually
recycle to others, generating
many times the original value
to help maintain the lives of
local Jews.

6735 Telegraph Road, Suite 300 • Bloomfield Hills, MI 48301

Hebrew Free Loan Detroit

@HFLDetroit
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at 98 years of age, Danny Raskin continues to produce a weekly column for the
Jewish News, a feat of writing that would
draw a tip of the cap from Cal Ripken
Jr. and Lou Gehrig. The “youth” in his
“Listening Post” column was quietly
dropped in the late 1940s.
By the end of World War II, the
Jewish News had eclipsed the Jewish
Chronicle as the community’s primary
communications platform. In July of
1951, Slomovitz acquired the Jewish
Chronicle and absorbed it into the
Jewish News. He continued to edit the
Jewish News with independence, passion and undimmed Zionistic zeal until
selling it in March 1984 to a group that
published the acclaimed Baltimore
Jewish Times. Though totally blind
by this time, Slomovitz continued to
write his long-running weekly “Purely
Commentary” column until his passing
in 1993 at age 96.

NOW AND THEN
On one level, today’s world and Jewish
community appear to be dramatically
different than the one Slomovitz faced
in 1942. Social media and the worldwide web have eclipsed traditional
communications platforms. A president
tweets to more than 20 million followers, and Facebook helps to overthrow
regimes. Israel is a reality, militarily
and economically strong, but its legitimacy remains under constant assault.
American Jews are more integrated into
the fabric of society and less connected
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to each other and their traditional institutions.
But on another level, the world is
still a dangerous place — including for
Jews. The “alternative facts” of Henry
Ford, Father Charles Coughlin, Joseph
Goebbels, Adolph Hitler, Gamal Abdel
Nasser and Saddam Hussein are being
regurgitated by the American “alt-right,”
the BDS (boycott, divestment and
sanctions) movement against Israel,
Hezbollah’s Hassan Nasrallah, Iran’s
mullahs and the ultra-nationalists gaining followers across Europe. Holocaust
deniers abound, as do those who seek
to dilute its uniqueness as a war of
destruction against the Jews.
Seventy-five years later, “the whispered word of bigotry” referenced by
Gov. Van Wagoner is still a lie that
undermines American society. As Jews,
we are still a target of this bigotry,
joined by “others” whose religion, customs or low economic standing trigger baseless hatred. Unlike the 1940s,
today’s technology assures the whispered words of even one bigot can be
amplified, reaching a global audience
with the push of a button.
With this issue, the Jewish News
embarks on a year-long commemoration
and celebration. In addition to honoring
the legacy of Philip Slomovitz, the 75th
anniversary will serve as a springboard
for reimagining ways we can better serve
the changing needs of our community.
It will also offer many opportunities to
express continuing gratitude to you,
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our readers, advertisers and partners in
community building, for your support,
encouragement and expectation that we
can always do better.
Gov. Van Wagoner’s final request in
his 1942 letter to Philip Slomovitz is
that the newly launched Jewish News
sow “the friendliness and understanding” that can reap “the friendliness and
understanding for the Jew and can help
us preserve our democratic tradition.”
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In a world that remains dangerous
and threatening, we reaffirm our commitment to continue to educate and
inform our Detroit Jewish community,
keep them connected to their neighbors, and unflinchingly uphold the
democratic traditions and institutions
that continue to make America great. •
Arthur Horwitz is publisher and executive editor of
the Jewish News.
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OUR JN The Jewish News aspires to communicate news and opinion that’s useful, engaging, enjoyable and unique. It strives to reflect the full range of diverse viewpoints while also advocating positions that strengthen
Jewish unity and continuity. We desire to create and maintain a challenging, caring, enjoyable work environment that encourages creativity and innovation. We acknowledge our role as a responsible, responsive
MISSION member of the community. Being competitive, we must always strive to be the most respected, outstanding Jewish community publication in the nation. Our rewards are informed, educated readers, very satisfied
advertisers, contented employees and profitable growth.
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